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ONCE A PERSON LEAVES THE MOUNTAIN, THEY NEVER COME BACK, NOT REALLY. THEY’RE LOST FOREVER. Nellie
Clay married Hobbs Pritchard without even noticing he was a spell conjured into a man, a walking, talking ghost story.
But her mama knew. She saw it in her tea leaves: death. Folks told Nellie to get off the mountain while she could, to go
back home before it was too late. Hobbs wasn’t nothing but trouble. He’d even killed a man. No telling what else. That
mountain was haunted, and soon enough, Nellie would feel it too. One way or another, Hobbs would get what was
coming to him. The ghosts would see to that. . . . Told in the stunning voices of five women whose lives are inextricably
bound when a murder takes place in rural Depression-era North Carolina, Ann Hite’s unforgettable debut spans
generations and conjures the best of Southern folk-lore—mystery, spirits, hoodoo, and the incomparable beauty of the
Appalachian landscape.
A quiet, sensitive girl searches for beauty in a small, but damned Southern town.
The revealed secrets of long hidden mysticism and religion - 1 A Yearning for Oneness; 2 Where Do We Start?; 3 An
Original Idea; 4 Stars in Their Course; 5 Pointers on the Pathway; 6 Equality; 7 Running in Circles; 8 Yogic Thoughts of
Oneness; 9 Mythology's Togetherness; 10 Tarot and Temperance; 11 Soloman and David; 12 Fertility Rites and
Hermaphrodites; 13 Alchemy and Healing to the Rescue; 14 Does Acupuncture Needle Toward Harmony?; 15
Communsim and the Classless Society; 16 Reformatory Struggles Offer Hope; 17 Churches, Spirits and Oneness; 18
Supreme Mysteries Unveiled; 19 Why the Bible is Different; 20 One God, One Faith
A Legacy of Leadership
Life and Death, Honor and Shame in the Turbulent Sixteenth Century
Washington
Literature Micro Summary: Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
A White Heron

A controversial tale of friendship and tragedy during the Great Depression A Penguin Classic Over seventy-five years since its first
publication, Steinbeck’s tale of commitment, loneliness, hope, and loss remains one of America’s most widely read and taught novels. An
unlikely pair, George and Lennie, two migrant workers in California during the Great Depression, grasp for their American Dream. They hustle
work when they can, living a hand-to-mouth existence. For George and Lennie have a plan: to own an acre of land and a shack they can call
their own. When they land jobs on a ranch in the Salinas Valley, the fulfillment of their dream seems to be within their grasp. But even George
cannot guard Lennie from the provocations, nor predict the consequences of Lennie's unswerving obedience to the things George taught him.
Of Mice and Men represents an experiment in form, which Steinbeck described as “a kind of playable novel, written in a novel form but so
scened and set that it can be played as it stands.” A rarity in American letters, it achieved remarkable success as a novel, a Broadway play,
and three acclaimed films. This edition features an introduction by Susan Shillinglaw, one of today’s leading Steinbeck scholars. For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as upto-date translations by award-winning translators.
This interdisciplinary collection of essays explores in-depth a topic previously neglected by scholars: John Steinbeck's early continuing
preoccupation with ecology and marine biology and the effect of that interest on his writings. Written by scholars from various disciplines, the
essays offer a dynamic contribution to the study of John Steinbeck by considering his writings from an environmental perspective. They
reveal Steinbeck as a prophet that was ahead of his time and supremely relevant to our own.
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature reading comprehension and
vocabulary questions. In every section, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The Before You Read activities prepare
students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and experience, and guide students to make
connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities check students' comprehension and extend their
learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal
prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers, comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop
students' critical thinking and writing skills, and analysis of the text. About the Novel: Of Mice and Men is the controversial novella by John
Steinbeck that follows two migrant workers as they look for work during the Great Depression. Located in California, ranch workers George
Milton and Lennie Small move on to look for work. George is lean and intelligent, while Lennie is large and strong. The pair share a dream of
one day owning their own land. Lennie's part of the dream is to be able to touch soft rabbits, as he likes to touch soft things. George and
Lennie find themselves on a ranch with Candy, an old-aged ranch hand and Slim. Candy offers to give $350 for George and Lennie to buy
their land if Candy can live with them. Unfortunate events at the ranch make sure that dream never takes place. Of Mice and Men is a
powerful story of friendship, survival and prejudice. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.
When Tom Shiftlet arrives on a farm owned by an old woman and her deaf daughter, he is at first only interested in finding a place to stay in
exchange for work. However, when the old woman offers her daughter Lucynell to him in marriage, along with a sum of money, he accepts,
though his intentions towards the girl remain unclear. Similar in theme and style to many of other Flannery O’Connor’s short stories, “The Life
You Save My Be Your Own” was originally published in O’Connor’s short story collection, A Good Man Is Hard to Find. HarperPerennial
Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading
in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.
On (Not) Getting By in America
The Faithful Executioner
The Ostler
Seek You
Fast Food Nation

Originally written by Milne for his son, Christopher Robin, these poems introduce the world of Winnie-the-Pooh,
including "Furry Bears", "The King's Breakfast", and "Us Two."
This book is designed to engage students' interest and promote their writing abilities while teaching them to
think critically and creatively. Dowden takes an activist stance on critical thinking, asking students to create and
revise arguments rather than simply recognizing and criticizing them. His book emphasizes inductive reasoning
and the analysis of individual claims in the beginning, leaving deductive arguments for consideration later in the
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course.
From the acclaimed author of Imagine Wanting Only This—a timely and moving meditation on isolation and
longing, both as individuals and as a society There is a silent epidemic in America: loneliness. Shameful to talk
about and often misunderstood, loneliness is everywhere, from the most major of metropolises to the smallest of
towns. In Seek You, Kristen Radtke's wide-ranging exploration of our inner lives and public selves, Radtke digs
into the ways in which we attempt to feel closer to one another, and the distance that remains. Through the
lenses of gender and violence, technology and art, Radtke ushers us through a history of loneliness and longing,
and shares what feels impossible to share. Ranging from the invention of the laugh-track to the rise of
Instagram, the bootstrap-pulling cowboy to the brutal experiments of Harry Harlow, Radtke investigates why we
engage with each other, and what we risk when we turn away. With her distinctive, emotionally-charged
drawings and deeply empathetic prose, Kristen Radtke masterfully shines a light on some of our most vulnerable
and sublime moments, and asks how we might keep the spaces between us from splitting entirely.
Of Mice and MenLulu.com
CliffsNotes on Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men
The Farmer's Bride
Rebel Heart
Nickel and Dimed
In which Marinetti used the language of machines and explosions to express his view of poetry as reportage from
the front: "Words in Freedom," in which he declared war on poetry by destroying syntax and spelling and by
experimenting with typography; and finally love poems to his wife, Benedetta, in which he returned in part to
subjects and forms that he had previously rejected.
Three boys struggle to come to terms with the death of a friend in a drunk-driving auto accident in which all four
were involved, in a story told through newspaper stories, diary entries, school announcements, telephone
conversations, and classroom assignments.
REA's MAXnotes for John Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men MAXnotes offer a fresh look at masterpieces of literature,
presented in a lively and interesting fashion. Written by literary experts who currently teach the subject,
MAXnotes will enhance your understanding and enjoyment of the work. MAXnotes are designed to stimulate
independent thought about the literary work by raising various issues and thought-provoking ideas and questions.
MAXnotes cover the essentials of what one should know about each work, including an overall summary, character
lists, an explanation and discussion of the plot, the work's historical context, illustrations to convey the mood of
the work, and a biography of the author. Each chapter is individually summarized and analyzed, and has study
questions and answers.
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health,
economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.
The Life You Save May Be Your Own
Tortilla Flat
A Journey Through American Loneliness
U-X-L Encyclopedia of Weather and Natural Disasters
The End of Solitude
"The New Dress" is a short story by the English author Virginia Woolf.
Florence Williams explores the fascinating, cutting-edge science of heartbreak while seeking creative ways to mend her
own. When her twenty-five-year marriage unexpectedly falls apart, journalist Florence Williams expects the loss to hurt.
What she doesn’t expect is that she’ll end up in the hospital, examining close-up the way our cells listen to loneliness.
She travels to the frontiers of the science of “social pain” to learn why heartbreak hurts so much and why so much of the
conventional wisdom about it is wrong. Searching for insight as well as personal strategies to game her way back to
health, Williams tests her blood for genetic markers of grief, undergoes electrical shocks in a laboratory while looking at
pictures of her ex, and ventures to the wilderness in search of awe as an antidote to loneliness. For readers of Wild and
Lab Girl, Heartbreak is a remarkable merging of science and self-discovery that will change the way we think about
loneliness, health, and what it means to fall in and out of love.
'The Ostler" was originally published in 1855 as a short story, which later became the foundation for the much longer
story 'The Dream Woman.' It is one of Wilkie Collins' first supernatural stories, revolving around the forty-year-old Isaac
Scatchard, who has a very strange dream of a young woman – or wasn't it a dream, but a ghost? Seven years later he
even gets more lost when he encounters a woman who looks very much like his strange dream creature ….
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Of Mice and Men - Literature Kit Gr. 9-12
Of Mice and Men
Why Americans Are Afraid of the Wrong Things
The New Dress
Of Mice and Men SparkNotes Literature Guide
An itinerant farmhand's loving protection of a slow-witted comrade is the theme of Steinbeck's classic
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tale
Danny, a mule skinner during the First World War, returns to Tortilla Flat to enjoy the carefree and
amoral life of the paisano
The New York Times bestselling work of undercover reportage from our sharpest and most original social
critic, with a new foreword by Matthew Desmond, author of Evicted Millions of Americans work full time,
year round, for poverty-level wages. In 1998, Barbara Ehrenreich decided to join them. She was inspired
in part by the rhetoric surrounding welfare reform, which promised that a job—any job—can be the ticket
to a better life. But how does anyone survive, let alone prosper, on $6 an hour? To find out, Ehrenreich
left her home, took the cheapest lodgings she could find, and accepted whatever jobs she was offered.
Moving from Florida to Maine to Minnesota, she worked as a waitress, a hotel maid, a cleaning woman, a
nursing-home aide, and a Wal-Mart sales clerk. She lived in trailer parks and crumbling residential
motels. Very quickly, she discovered that no job is truly "unskilled," that even the lowliest
occupations require exhausting mental and muscular effort. She also learned that one job is not enough;
you need at least two if you int to live indoors. Nickel and Dimed reveals low-rent America in all its
tenacity, anxiety, and surprising generosity—a land of Big Boxes, fast food, and a thousand desperate
stratagems for survival. Read it for the smoldering clarity of Ehrenreich's perspective and for a rare
view of how "prosperity" looks from the bottom. And now, in a new foreword, Matthew Desmond, author of
Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City, explains why, twenty years on in America, Nickel and
Dimed is more relevant than ever.
In her own singularly beautiful style, Newbery Medal winner Sharon Creech intricately weaves together
two tales, one funny, one bittersweet, to create a heartwarming, compelling, and utterly moving story of
love, loss, and the complexity of human emotion. Thirteen-year-old Salamanca Tree Hiddle, proud of her
country roots and the "Indian-ness in her blood," travels from Ohio to Idaho with her eccentric
grandparents. Along the way, she tells them of the story of Phoebe Winterbottom, who received mysterious
messages, who met a "potential lunatic," and whose mother disappeared. As Sal entertains her
grandparents with Phoebe's outrageous story, her own story begins to unfold—the story of a thirteen-yearold girl whose only wish is to be reunited with her missing mother.
A Primer of Burns
The Dark Side of the All-American Meal
Tears of a Tiger
There is Always Pooh and Me
Walk Two Moons

Philip Allan Literature Guides (for GCSE) provide exam-focused analysis of popular set texts to
give students the very best chance of achieving the highest grades possible. This full colour
text provides - a thorough commentary, outlining the plot and structure and exploring the
themes, style, characters and context of the text; exemplar A*- and C-grade answers to examstyle questions; the assessment objectives for each exam board, highlighting the specific skills
that students need to develop; 'Grade booster' boxes with tips on how to move between grades;
and Key quotations to memorise and use in the exams
Cry, the Peacock is the story of a young girl, Maya, obsessed by a childhood prophecy of
disaster. The author builds up an atmosphere of tension as torrid and oppressive as a stifling
Indian summer, both in the crowded, colourful cities and the strangely beautiful countryside.
Maya’s extreme sensitivity never alienates the reader because it is rendered in terms of
measurable human loneliness... How well Desai does in the business of carrying her narrative
through to a satisfactory, even explosive end.' — The Times Literary Supplement, London
The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots,
characters, literary devices, and historical background. The latest generation of titles in the
series also feature glossaries and visual elements that complement the classic, familiar format.
In CliffsNotes on Of Mice and Men, you'll meet drifters Lennie and George and recount their
peculiar difficulties and unusual bond. The CliffsNotes commentaries, summaries, and character
analysis will show you why this sweet, sad, and moving American story is considered to be one of
Steinbeck's greatest works. You'll also find Life and background of the author, John Steinbeck A
short introduction to the novel A character map that graphically illustrates the relationships
among the characters Critical essays A review section that tests your knowledge A Resource
Center with books, Web sites, films, and magazine articles for further study Classic literature
or modern-day treasure—you'll understand it all with expert information and insight from
CliffsNotes study guides.
UXL Encyclopedia of Weather and Natural Disasters, Second Edition, is a revision and update of
the 2008 edition that presents comprehensive, up-to-date information on weather and climate
basics, weather conditions and phenomena, natural disasters, forecasting, and human influences
on weather and climate. Approximately 300 entries, arranged alphabetically across a five volume
set, introduce students to the science behind the topics in clear, nontechnical language. The
title presents topics relevant in the science classroom and also looks at societal, political,
and technological aspects of weather, climate, and natural disasters, including tornadoes,
volcanoes, floods, earthquakes, and tsunamis. Features include approximately 280 full-color
photos, illustrations, and maps; "Words to Know" and sidebars with interesting facts in each
entry; suggested experiments; and a cumulative index. Primary audience is students and educators
in middle schools. Features and Benefits *As Earth's weather and climate reality evolves,
students will need up to date, easy to understand information on the topic. * Meets the needs of
middle school students for more information than the many small topical weather books by
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elementary publishers provide, at a more accessible level than those aimed at high school
students and beyond. * Explores weather, climate, and natural disaster topics relevant in the
science classroom and also looks at the societal, political, and technological aspects of the
topics, providing a cross-disciplinary view of the issues. * Hands-on experiments in some
entries and front matter encourage students to go beyond memorization of factual data and
utilize evidence-based reasoning to come to conclusions.
Two be One
Heartbreak: A Personal and Scientific Journey
Logical Reasoning
Selected Essays on Culture and Society
The Essential Criticism of John Steinbeck's of Mice and Men
His name is carved in granite, his likeness cast in bronze, his legend as large as the role he played as America's first president.
But before he was a commander-in-chief, George Washington was a general in a revolution that would decide the future of the
people and land he called his own. If victorious, he would gain immortality. If defeated, he would find his neck in a hangman's
noose. Washington knew the sting of defeat?at Brandywine, at Germantown?yet this unwavering leadership and his vision for a
new and independent nation emboldened an army prepared to fight barefoot if necessary to win that independence. Wrote an
officer after the Battle of Princeton: "I saw him brave all the dangers of the field and his important life hanging as it were by a single
hair with a thousand deaths flying around him." Among America's pantheon of Founding Fathers, one man?to this day?stands out.
Author Paul Vickery tracks the unlikely rise of Washington, a man whose stature in command of a young army became prelude to
a presidency. As Vickery writes, "He learned to become the father of our country by first being the father of our military."
First published in 1937, Of Mice and Men has been a staple of American literature ever since. Divided by decade, The Essential
Criticism of John Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men provides an overview of criticism over the 70 years the book has been in print.
Michael J. Meyer has assembled significant articles and book excerpts from critics and reviewers, citing the early book reviews
and highlighting some of the most significant essays. While not all critical studies are included, those assessments not present in
the text are evaluated by summaries and their bibliographic citations are given. The essays express various critical approaches,
including those that criticize the book and examine what some consider the book's flaws. Ideal for research work at all levels, this
volume collects in one place the most significant contributions to the study of the novel, making it a welcome addition to the canon
of Steinbeck criticism.
After rescuing her twin brother from the Tonton, Saba experiences disturbing telepathic visions while being hunted by a cunning
enemy.
A passionate, probing collection gathering nearly thirty years of groundbreaking reflection on culture and society alongside four
new essays, by one of our most respected essayists and critics. What is the internet doing to us? What is college for? What are
the myths and metaphors we live by? These are the questions that William Deresiewicz has been pursuing over the course of his
award-winning career. The End of Solitude brings together more than forty of his finest essays, including four that are published
here for the first time. Ranging widely across the culture, they take up subjects as diverse as Mad Men and Harold Bloom, the
significance of the hipster, and the purpose of art. Drawing on the past, they ask how we got where we are. Scrutinizing the
present, they seek to understand how we can live more mindfully and freely, and they pose two fundamental questions: What does
it mean to be an individual, and how can we sustain our individuality in an age of networks and groups?
Murder
Philip Allan Literature Guide for GCSE: Of Mice and Men
Of Mice and Men (MAXNotes Literature Guides)
Steinbeck and the Environment
Interdisciplinary Approaches
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life
until one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
In May 2005 Penguin will publish 70 unique titles to celebrate the company's 70th birthday. The titles in the Pocket
Penguins series are emblematic of the renowned breadth of quality of the Penguin list and will hark back to Penguin
founder Allen Lane's vision of good books for all'. gave a powerful voice to the suffering poor of America during the
Depression and beyond, and Penguin have made the whole range of his most well-loved novels including The Grapes of
Wrath and Of Mice and Men and his lesser known works available to millions of readers. These four tales consider the
struggle for survival in 1940s America, against a backdrop of majestic beauty.
Offering an unrivaled view of Europe on the cusp of modernity, this fascinating biography of an ordinary man struggling
for his soul documents the life of a 16th-century executioner, who, deemed an official outcast, sought to prove himself
worthy of honor and free his children from the stigma of his profession. 20,000 first printing.
Learn and review on the go! Use Quick Review Micro Summary Literature Notes to help you learn or brush up on the
subject quickly. You can use the review notes as a reference, to understand the subject better and improve your grades.
Easy to remember facts to help you perform better. Perfect study notes for all high school and college students.
Selected Poems and Related Prose
An Inspector Calls
Short Story
Cry, the Peacock
And Other Stories

The bestselling book revealing why Americans are so fearful, and why we fear the wrong things--now
updated for the age of Trump In the age of Trump, our society is defined by fear. Indeed, three out of
four Americans say they feel more fearful today than they did only a couple decades ago. But are we
living in exceptionally perilous times? In his bestselling book The Culture of Fear, sociologist Barry
Glassner demonstrates that it is our perception of danger that has increased, not the actual level of risk.
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Glassner exposes the people and organizations that manipulate our perceptions and profit from our
fears: politicians who win elections by heightening concerns about crime and drug use even as rates for
both are declining; advocacy groups that raise money by exaggerating the prevalence of particular
diseases; TV shows that create a new scare every week to garner ratings. Glassner spells out the prices
we pay for social panics: the huge sums of money that go to waste on unnecessary programs and
products as well as time and energy spent worrying about our fears. All the while, we are distracted
from the true threats, from climate change to worsening inequality. In this updated edition of a modern
classic, Glassner examines the current panics over vaccination and "political correctness" and reveals
why Donald Trump's fearmongering is so dangerously effective.
Quick review study notes for students
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter
Ghost on Black Mountain
Girl in a Cage
The Culture of Fear
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